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Abstract

We explore the potential of applying machine learning techniques to
the management of patient flow in hospitals. For this project, we have
obtained the Weka machine learning library and three years of historical
ward occupancy data from Rockyview Hospital. We use Weka’s classi-
fier algorithms and the Rockyview data to build a model of patient flow
through each ward. Using Weka, we then attempt to predict ward occu-
pancy problems on any given day using the model and the ward conditions
from the previous day. This process is repeated for all eighteen wards. Fi-
nally, we obtain rules (sets of ward conditions that warn of an impending
occupancy problem) for each ward and present the results.

1 Introduction

Managing patient flow is an important task in any hospital. An organized
patient flow can ensure the efficient distribution and usage of hospital resources
and staff, reduce errors in treatment, and increase a patient’s satisfaction with
his/her visit to the hospital. Unfortunately, achieving a good patient flow is
challenging due to the unpredictable rate of patient inflow and rapidly changing
ward conditions. Because of this, hospitals tend to be reactive when dealing
with ward occupancy problems. We want to enable hospitals to be proactive in
situations like this by giving advance warning to the staff and allowing them to
take the proper measures to deal with occupancy problems before they occur.

One way to do this is to look for warning signs in a ward’s current conditions
(such as a minor bed shortage) that may signal a potential problem to watch
out for in the near future. Signs like this one are easily recognized by trained
hospital staff, but what of the more subtle warnings? It is likely that there are
many possible warning signs that go undetected by humans. We have a good
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chance at discovering these signals if we use computers to analyze ward data in
a process known as machine learning.

Machine learning is a computer science technique that revolves around the
concept of “training” a specialized piece of software. This software is designed
to accept large amounts of data and then analyzes it using certain algorithms.
As the software analyzes the data during the training process, it “learns” to
recognize patterns in the data, even ones that a human might miss. When the
analysis is complete, the now-trained software (known as the model) can be used
to make predictions based on the patterns that it has learned. Furthermore, new
data can be given to the model, which would attempt to fill in any missing data
based on what it learned from the first set of data.

Our goal is to explore the potential of using machine learning software to
assist hospital staff by giving them advance warning of a ward occupancy prob-
lem so they have the necessary time to prepare. We do this by using historical
ward occupancy data for Rockyview Hospital and a machine learning program
called Weka to see if we could use ward conditions on a given day to predict
what status that ward will be in on the following day. Our specific goals and
procedure are discussed in more detail below.

2 Preparing the Data

Before beginning our machine learning project, several steps had to be taken to
prepare our data for analysis. This section describes the data we have, how we
acquired it, and how we used it to meet our goals. We then describe the Weka
library that is used in our project and the format that it requires for input.
Finally, we discuss the process of cleaning and preparing the data for mining,
and the state of the data after preparation.

2.1 The Dataset

The data we used for our machine learning application is the result of the
‘HealthSim V2’ project, a pilot project at Rockyview hospital. HealthSim V2 is
a software package that was implemented with the goal of providing a) a real-
time unit assessment tool, and b) a historical trending and analysis component
for the hospital administration. The HealthSim software operates based on
a “red light/green light” approach conceived by the Institute for Healthcare
Improvement (IHI). In this approach, nurses enter data about their ward (such
as patient/nurse census, transfers, bed status, and discharged patients) several
times a day. The HealthSim software would then apply ward-specific algorithms
to the data in order to come up with the ward’s current “score.” This score, in
turn, would be translated into the ward’s status: Red, Orange, Yellow or Green
(where Red is the most severe). For more information regarding the HealthSim
system, see [HS04].

The data is stored in a Microsoft Access database. The entries for all wards
are consolidated into a linked spreadsheet and arranged in chronological order.
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The data is comprised of 26 560 entries with thirty fields each. The complete
dataset contains entries for nineteen wards between December 2003 and Decem-
ber 2006.

2.2 Machine Learning Tools

For this project the Weka machine learning library was used. Weka stands
for ‘Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis’ and is open-source software
issued under the GNU General Public license. It is currently being developed
by faculty and students at the University of Waikato in New Zealand. Weka
provides a Java implementation of many common machine learning algorithms
as well as extensive visualization support, accessible through both a command-
line and graphical interface. Over the course of this project, we use Weka’s
graphical ‘Explorer’ mode, which enables us to classify, cluster, and obtain
association rules using a given dataset.

At the time of this writing, Weka version 3.4.10 is the newest release; as
such, all references to the software in this text will pertain to this version. More
information about applications of Weka can be found in [WF05].

2.3 Data Preparation and Cleaning

Data preparation is an important part of the machine learning process since it
allows us to shape the data in such a way that is optimal for our specific goals.
We now discuss the steps taken in the cleaning process and the considerations
that affected our preparation of the data for analysis by Weka.

2.3.1 The Data and Our Goals

As stated earlier, our main goal is to obtain predictions of a ward’s future status
(in this experiment, the status of the next chronological entry - which will be
called status+1 ). In particular, we want to be able to predict the Orange or
Red status. Since we are dealing with sequential data, we want to include the
status of previous entries as well in order to assist the learners. These previous
status entries will be called status-1,status-2,...,status-n, where n indicates how
far back this date is.

We also want to enable the software to recognize connections between wards,
where patient flow from one ward may influence the status of another ward. To
do this, we want to include the previous status entries of all other wards for each
entry in the ward of interest. These entries will be known as “WardkLastStatus,”
where k is the numerical index of the ward (listed below in Table 2).

Finally, we know that patient flow in a ward may follow a weekly cycle; for
example, the majority of surgeries in a ward may be performed on Monday and
Tuesday, with the rest of the week dedicated to patient recovery and discharge.
In order to assist the Weka software in recognizing these patterns, we want to
include the day of the week in our data.
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In this report, an individual data field (such as a patient census number) is
referred to as an attribute. Each complete Entry that contains one copy of each
attribute is referred to as an instance and occupies one row in the dataset. The
class variable is the attribute that we wish to predict.

2.3.2 Preparation Algorithms and the Weka Format

The first task in the project was to get the HealthSim data into a format suitable
for analysis by Weka. Fortunately, the Microsoft Access database format enables
us to export the data in plain-text format. In the exported file, each instance
occupies a row and its fields are tokenized using commas as delimiters.

From this, a Java program was built that would take as input the text file,
then extract the individual data fields from it using the StringTokenizer class.
The program then writes the data to file based on the parameters that the user
has set through the command line. The parameters allow the user to select
certain data fields, prune the data outside a certain time frame, and split the
remaining data into training and test sets. The functionality stated earlier in
Section 2.3.1 is implemented, allowing the user to specify the number of previous
status entries for both the selected ward and any combination of other wards
to include in the program’s final output. Functionality also exists that enables
the user to omit certain attributes when specialized machine learning tests are
required.

The Weka dataset (ARFF) format consists of a header that contains a de-
scription of the data, an definition list that declares the attribute names and
types, and the data section that contains the instances. Author names and gen-
eral information about the data are placed behind ‘%’ symbols. The @relation

tag declares the internal name of the dataset. The @attribute tag declares each
attribute name and data type. Finally, the @data tag denotes the beginning of
the list of instances in the file.

Attributes in Weka files require a data type that dictates the software’s
treatment of the data. Weka supports boolean, numerical, and String types. It
also includes support for Date objects as well as nominal attributes (declared
in the form {value1, value2,. . . ,valuen}). Table 1 shows a list of the attributes
used in this project, their data type, and a brief description of their meaning.
Table 2 summarizes the data for each ward before the cleaning process. Note
that for wards 11, 12, and 13, no data existed in the HealthSim database.

2.3.3 Cleaning the Data

The next task in preparing the data for Weka analysis is the actual cleaning
process. Based on what is already known about the data, we can filter it in
certain ways in order to decrease the amount of noise in the data. By doing so,
we increase the effectiveness of the learners through the filtering of ‘confusing’
data. Our first consideration in the cleaning process was the entry of data into
the HealthSim system itself. In Rockyview hospital, the census and ward data is
electronically entered by the head nurse using an online form. The disadvantage
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Name Type Comments

unit id integer Ward identification number (1-22)
status id nominal Ward status {Red,Yellow,Orange,Green}
score integer Used to calculate the ward’s status.
dashboard date Date Date the entry was taken.
rn census integer # of Registered Nurses present.
na census integer # of Nursing Assistants present.
census id integer # of patients present in the ward.
turnovers integer Patients being moved to other wards.
onunittransfers integer Patients being moved within a ward.
blockedbeds integer Currently unavailable (reserved) beds.
dischargebeds integer Patients awaiting discharge.
beds ltc integer Patients being moved to specialized beds.
beds rr integer Same as above

beds garp integer Same as above

beds offservice integer Same as above

pcu beds integer Represent beds with special status.
hosp beds integer Same as above

offst beds integer Same as above

clsob beds integer Same as above

iso beds integer Same as above

medun beds integer Same as above

lack beds integer Same as above

nodoc beds integer Same as above

spec beds integer Same as above

capped boolean true if the ward is not accepting patients.
res1 nominal Resources (ex. Cleaning or Lifting Crew)
res2 nominal Same as above

res3 nominal Same as above

status-n nominal Previous status entries (up to n days).
wardlaststatus k nominal Previous status of ward k.

Table 1: Attributes Obtained from the HealthSim Data
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Ward Instances Time Frame

1. AdultMentalHealth 1135 11/22/04 to 06/25/06
2. Neurology 735 09/30/03 to 03/31/06
3. GeneralMed 2459 09/30/03 to 08/29/06
4. PsychogeriatricMentalHealth 1420 11/22/04 to 12/14/06
5. AdultAcuteMentalHealth 2088 11/22/04 to 12/14/06
6. Cardiology 2596 02/05/04 to 10/01/06
7. GARP 592 11/22/04 to 12/11/06
8. GARP 880 11/22/04 to 11/24/06
9. GeneralInternalMedTeaching 1593 09/30/03 to 08/01/06
10. HospitalistUnit 1057 09/30/03 to 08/09/06
11. LaborAndDelivery n/a n/a
12. SpecialCareNursery n/a n/a
13. PostpartumUnit n/a n/a
14. Urology 1091 09/30/03 to 08/22/06
15. GeneralSurgColoRectal 775 09/30/03 to 05/27/06
16. GeneraInternalMed 624 09/30/03 to 12/29/05
17. RespiatoryMed 797 09/30/03 to 03/05/06
18. Orthopedics 1973 09/30/03 to 05/21/06
19. OpthalOrthoOverflow 1639 09/30/03 to 07/18/06
20. CoronaryCare 2145 09/30/03 to 11/02/06
21. IntensiveCare 2088 09/30/03 to 11/02/06

Table 2: Summary of Data Before Cleaning

to this approach is that a simple mistake in data entry could result in inaccurate
ward information and possibly result in an incorrect color status for that ward.
More subtle sources of noise are also present in this approach: duplicate entries
are created if a nurse mistakenly double-clicks the ‘submit’ button on the data
entry form.

When looking at the data, we also noticed that there seems to be no set
interval between entries; rather, the data appears to have been entered whenever
the nurses were able to spare the time. Because of this, we see cases in which
more than three entries an hour have been logged, while at other times, more
than a day passes in between entries.

Another major source of noise in the data stems from the staggered entry
into the HealthSim project. HealthSim was initially implemented in a handful
of wards in December 2003, but the other wards gradually joined the project, as
late as March 2004. This process occurs again in 2006, when the wards undergo
staggered completion of the HealthSim project over the course of several months.
Because we want to include information from other wards in every instance
of data we analyze for a certain ward, this staggered entry/exit presents a
problem. In addition, the first months of entries tended to be sparse (containing
gaps greater than one month) and incomplete, probably because the HealthSim
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software was being tested at that time. This is especially problematic since we
want to analyze the data sequentially.

Based on these considerations, our main cleaning process was the condensa-
tion of ward entries. The first step in this process involved looking at all entries
taken over a 24-hour period for each ward. From this ‘day set’ of entries, we
chose the entry that contains the most severe status rating; if multiple entries fit
that criteria, we selected the most recent of these. Thus, we obtained the most
‘meaningful’ entry for each day. Additionally, since many entries merely show
that a certain status level is still present in the ward, this method selected the
entries where a status change is occurring, which is what we are most interested
in. Finally, this cleaning method standardized entries across all wards and of-
fered a snapshot of the most interesting entry taken each day. The preparation
software addressed the issue of the wards’ staggered entry into HealthSim by
allowing the user to specify cutoff dates for the dataset.

We applied these cleaning techniques to the data using the preparation soft-
ware. First, we condensed the entries so that each ward would have a maximum
of one entry per day. This reduced the number of entries available for each
ward to 600-800 entries. Additionally, to compensate for the HealthSim testing
phase that was in progress for the first few months, the entries recorded prior
to February 2004 were eliminated. Since the entries were sparse or nonexistent
for all wards before that date, only a small number of entries were ultimately
removed by cutoff dates.

2.3.4 The Cleaned Data

After condensation of the data, the data is ready for analysis. Table 3 shows
the final number of usable instances for each ward. As stated above, wards
11, 12, and 13 have no data. In addition, ward 10 will not be included in
Weka analysis, as the period between March 2005 and August 2006 contains
no entries whatsoever. It will not be analyzed using Weka; however, it will be
used to supplement the data of other wards (through the inclusion of Ward
10’s entries as the attribute “Ward10PreviousStatus” along with those of other
wards, detailed in section 2.3.1.

3 Running Experiments in Weka

The next stage in this project is the actual process of running machine learning
experiments through the Weka interface. This stage is broken up into two sec-
tions. The first section describes the process of classification, where we attempt
to build a computerized model of the data using four different algorithms. We
then test the models on the data to evaluate their predictive accuracy and re-
liability. The ‘classification’ section shows how we approach our goals from a
computer science perspective, where we are interested purely in our numerical
results and evaluate them quantitatively. The second section describes how we
used the Tertius algorithm to obtain ward-specific “association rules” that al-
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Ward Instances

1. AdultMentalHealth 388
2. Neurology 447
3. GeneralMed 827
4. PsychogeriatricMentalHealth 491
5. AdultAcuteMentalHealth 679
6. Cardiology 912
7. GARP 433
8. GARP 390
9. GeneralInternalMedTeaching 729
10. HospitalistUnit n/a
14. Urology 627
15. GeneralSurgColoRectal 464
16. GeneraInternalMed 339
17. RespiatoryMed 487
18. Orthopedics 695
19. OpthalOrthoOverflow 676
20. CoronaryCare 846
21. IntensiveCare 843
Total 10 273

Table 3: Summary of Data After Cleaning

low us to predict future ward status based on the current condition of the ward.
This shows how we bring a health care perspective to the project, evaluating
the quantitative results (the rules) that we obtain. When working from this
perspective, we are less interested in the numerical results, although we do refer
to them when evaluating the rules.

3.1 Classification and Model Building

In this section, we will describe the algorithms used in this part of our experi-
ment. We will also explain our experimental procedure for running experiments
in Weka. Finally, we discuss and summarize the results obtained from this phase
of the experiment, comparing the algorithms from a computer science perspec-
tive (based on their predictive accuracy, a numerical value obtained from Weka).
The purpose of doing all this is mainly to evaluate the HealthSim data itself
and to test the Weka classifiers for reliability and predictive accuracy.

3.1.1 Classifiers: An Overview

Classifiers work based on the concept of separation of data. The goal of classi-
fiers is to be able to separate the data into distinct groups in a process called
clustering (the method used to cluster the data is unique among the classifiers).
The clusters of data each have a specific set of conditions that cause them to be
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assigned their clusters. Thus, when more data is fed into the classifier, it will
be clustered according to the conditions stored in the classifier model. Ideally,
the classifier will achieve maximum separation between the data clusters - that
is, achieving the maximum amount of “space” between the clusters, with the
smallest possible number of instances falling in between the clusters.

3.1.2 Classifier Models

The Weka interface allows us to save the models built by the classifiers. These
models contain everything needed to make predictions using Weka, and can be
loaded back into Weka to be reused (note that the new test data must contain
the exact same attributes as the data used to build the model). An advantage
of this function is that we can load new data that we wish to obtain predictions
for (we do not know what the future status will be) and the software will use
the model to make new predictions. In our experiment, models were saved for
each algorithm in every ward.

3.1.3 The Classifier Algorithms

In this experiment, four machine learning algorithms are used: Naive Bayes,
Multilayer Perceptron, Support Vector Machine, and REPTree. These algo-
rithms are present in Weka for the purpose of classification and regression, al-
though we only use the classification functionality. A short description of each
algorithm follows.

The Naive Bayes algorithm is an application of Bayes’ Theorem, which re-
lates the probability distributions of two conditional events, which we will call A

and B. The probability of event A conditional on event B is almost guaranteed
to be different than B conditional on A. However, Bayes’ Theorem states that
there is a relationship between the two and the algorithm takes advantage of
this in its predictions. Naive Bayes also uses strong independence assumptions -
that is, where the occurrence of one event does not have any effect on the prob-
ability of different event’s occurrence. When running the Naive Bayes classifier
in Weka, we use the default parameters. For more information regarding the
Naive Bayes algorithm, see [JL95].

The Multilayer Perceptron algorithm is based on the concept of a neural
network. It consists of many layers of “neurons” (nodes): two visible layers at
either end, and an arbitrary number of hidden layers in between. Connections
exist between nodes in adjacent layers, each with a numerical weight. These
weights are updated as training data is fed into the input layer on one side.
Once the training is completed, test data is fed into the network. The output
obtained from the network will depend on the weighted connections within the
network. Note that, for the purpose of this experiment, the number of hidden
layers is set to attributes+instances

2
. All other parameters are set to their default

values.
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an example of a maximum margin clas-

sifier. These classifiers work with the goal of geometric separation of data. To
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do this, the SVM plots data as vectors in a p-dimensional space. The algo-
rithm then attempts to plot a hyperplane in p − 1 dimensions that will cleanly
separate the different data classes. The training of the algorithm is complete
when it finds the hyperplane that achieves the greatest margin of separation
between classes. The algorithm used in this experiment is SMO, which stands
for Sequential Minimal Optimization. SMO is a method used to quickly train
SVMs. All parameters are set to default for our use of SMO in this experiment.
For more information regarding SMO SVMs, consult [Pl98] and [Ke+01].

REPTree is a specialized type of decision tree. A decision tree is similar in
structure to a neural network or multilayer perceptron in that it contains layers
of nodes, and that the nodes in adjacent layers are connected. The structural
difference, however, is that decision trees are directed graphs that stem from one
node. This node has “branches” (connections) that represent the conjunctions
of features that help determine the classifications (represented by “leaves,” or
the nodes in the layer that is farthest from the first). REPTree uses reduced-
error pruning, which discards nodes with low relevance to classification. This
optimizes the algorithm’s training phase, making REPTree a fast decision tree
learner. In our experiment, REPTree’s default parameters are used. For further
information about the REPTree classifier, consult [FW98].

With regards to runtime, all of the algorithms were similar, except for Multi-
layer Perceptron whose evaluation time was significantly longer. Unfortunately,
Weka’s timer does not distinguish between the training and test times, so we can
only obtain the combined times. Normal runtimes in Ward 1, for example, were
2 seconds for Naive Bayes and REPTree, 4 seconds for SMO, and 3 minutes, 14
seconds for Multilayer Perceptron.

3.1.4 Procedure

Our procedure for classification in Weka was fairly straightforward. It involved
loading the prepared data into the Weka Explorer interface, running the classi-
fiers, and evaluating the results. From our preparation software, we had three
files for each ward that was to be evaluated: a training set, a test set, and a
complete set that contained both. In the classification experiments, only the
first two sets were used; the complete set was used for rule mining (detailed in
section 3.2).

To begin, Weka is invoked from the command-line using the -Xmx1024m
option, which provides the Java VM with extra stack space (the importance
of this will become apparent below). From the Weka GUI Chooser, we select
‘Explorer.’ Once we are in this interface, we load the training file via the ‘Open
File’ button in the Preprocess tab (Figure 1). The data does not need to be
filtered for classification, so we are done with this tab. Under the ‘Classification’
tab, we select ‘Use Supplied Test Set’ and load our test set. We then choose the
classifier that we wish to use from the file tree, and set whatever parameters
are required. We also check the ‘Output Predictions’ box since we want to see
if the classifier is more accurate in predicting some status colors than others.
Once this is all finished, the tests are ready to be run.
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Figure 1: The Weka Preprocess View
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Figure 2: Classification View in Weka
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3.1.5 Results

The main benchmark in the classification phase is predictive accuracy. This
is a percentage value and is based on how many times the classifier correctly
predicts the class attribute, out of the total number of test instances. Table 4
shows the predictive accuracy of the four classifiers for each tested ward. It is
important to note that our training sets consisted of the first two-thirds of the
data for each ward, while the test set contained the last one-third of the data.
The obvious disadvantage to this approach is that if the ward undergoes major
changes over the HealthSim project period, the conditions in the ward during
the last one-third of the testing period are probably much different than in the
first two-thirds. This may confuse the classifiers, since their models are built
on the assumption that conditions remain constant in the ward. We prepare
another batch of train/test sets in a different matter to see if that improves the
predictive accuracy in some places, discussed below in section 3.1.6.

Ward NaiveBayes MultiPerc SMO REPTree

1 92.56 77.78 74.07 81.48
2 48.83 41.86 37.20 41.86
3 61.98 53.80 71.93 70.76
4 85.89 87.17 73.07 85.47
5 39.36 38.09 37.46 43.80
6 33.06 28.29 37.45 33.06
7 53.70 53.24 56.48 50.92
8 88.67 73.58 90.56 88.67
9 43.90 42.14 46.28 40.49
14 33.70 26.96 38.20 29.21
15 71.66 60.00 71.66 36.66
16 72.72 54.54 63.64 63.64
17 46.32 51.47 48.52 55.88
18 50.94 26.41 47.16 45.28
19 35.39 30.97 31.85 28.31
20 68.13 67.15 73.52 72.05
21 68.81 75.73 79.70 81.18

Table 4: Predictive Accuracy (in percent) of the Four Classifiers

While the classifiers obtained high accuracy in prediction for some wards,
other wards scored particularly low. This may be due to a number of reasons.
For example, it is possible that this ward is unpredictable due to sudden changes
in its status, which in turn may be caused by changing conditions in other
wards. If this ward serves as an overflow for another ward, many patients may
be sent over without warning. Another possibility is that a long-term change of
conditions in the ward would create inconsistencies between the training and test
sets (addressed in Section 3.1.6). A final possibility is that there is insufficient
training data for an accurate model to be built by the classifiers (due to the
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reduced number of instances after cleaning).
The NaiveBayes algorithm tended to perform well on data where ward status

remains constant over several instances. It does seem to have trouble coping
with sudden changes in ward status, particularly when the change in status
‘skips’ a color - for example, if the status goes straight from Green to Orange.
MultilayerPerceptron performs well in predicting the status color that is pre-
dominant in the training data. However, it usually gives inaccurate predictions
of colors that appeared less often in the data. The SMO algorithm tends to
perform better than the MultilayerPerceptron, but has difficulties predicting
changes in status color. It does, however, perform well when predicting any
status color that remains constant for more than two or three entries. REP-
Tree performs fairly well for all colors, but tends to be ‘slow’ in predicting color
changes (it predicts the new color a day late in most cases).

3.1.6 A Modified Train/Test Set

In order to deal with the aforementioned problem of a change in ward conditions
(due to construction or expansion) over the HealthSim test period, we wanted
to try creating more standardized train/test sets. We do so for each ward by
selecting one week of entries per month as our test set, and leaving the rest as
a training set. Ideally, this results in more consistent training data. Table 5
shows the predictive accuracy using this approach on the same wards with the
same classifiers. It appears that this method improves the predictive accuracy
for wards 5,6,7,9,14,17, and 19.

Ward NaiveBayes MultiPerc SMO REPTree

1 75.00 69.56 69.56 72.82
2 33.67 28.57 29.59 41.83
3 51.04 48.98 55.72 51.56
4 76.31 71.05 68.42 72.80
5 47.50 42.50 39.37 43.75
6 43.26 38.46 37.01 40.38
7 55.31 55.31 62.75 53.19
8 75.75 65.67 75.75 82.80
9 48.80 35.71 49.40 48.80
14 48.97 50.34 43.53 51.02
15 56.86 43.13 53.92 50.00
16 52.38 47.61 50.00 54.76
17 73.63 65.45 67.27 70.90
18 42.03 42.67 42.03 47.77
19 45.96 40.37 44.09 38.59
20 53.29 59.89 62.43 62.94
21 71.93 71.42 76.53 76.02

Table 5: Predictive Accuracy (in percent) Using Modified Train/Test Sets
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By breaking this table down and comparing the change in predictive accuracy
between the different classifiers, we see that the wards whose accuracy increased
had a low accuracy rate to begin with (around or below fifty percent). Thus,
this technique would seem to be a good way to attempt to boost predictive
accuracy in some of the ‘difficult’ wards.

When looking at the individual classifiers and how their predictive accuracy
has changed, we see that there is some variation. The predictive accuracy of
Naive Bayes decreased in Wards 1,2,3,4,8,15,16,18, and 20. The Multilayer
Perceptron performed more poorly on Wards 1,2,3,4,8,9,15,16, and 20. SMO’s
predictive accuracy decreased for Wards 1,2,3,4,8,15,16,18, and 20. Finally,
REPTree decreased in accuracy in Wards 1,3,4,8,16,20, and 21. Interestingly,
its predictive accuracy in Ward 2 remained almost identical to the value obtained
from the previous procedure.

3.2 Mining for Rules

One of our main goals is to provide health care professionals with some sim-
ple rules that they can use to predict a ward’s future status without needing
elaborate computer software. We use the Tertius rule learning algorithm to try
and come up with some reliable rules that would rely on the current conditions
in a ward in order to predict where that ward’s status will go. As a small side
experiment, we also use the visual representation of REPTree to obtain a couple
of extra rules for some of the wards. We show the procedure we used in filtering
the data and running the tests, then show the highlights of the rules that we
obtained.

3.2.1 The Tertius Algorithm

The Tertius rule learner is a third-party addition to the Weka library. It builds
rules out of attribute values in the training data and ranks them according to
how reliable they are - that is, how many times the rule holds true in the training
data.

A rule consists of a body and a head. The body contains the conditions
(known as literals) required for the rule to hold, and can consist of any number
of literals. The head contains the event that occurs if the rule holds true; in this
experiment, the head simply contains the ward’s next status color. During rule
learning, Tertius starts with an empty rule - one that contains a blank body and
head. The rule is then refined by adding attribute-value pairs in the order that
they appear in the dataset. Once this is done, the algorithm counts the number
of times the rule holds true (both body and head are true) and the times when
the rule gives a false positive (when the body is true but the head is false).

The Tertius algorithm offers a few useful features. It is able to deal with
missing values, which is useful in the cases where certain attributes were omitted
in data entry during the HealthSim project. Tertius also has functionality to
include negations in its literals; for example, it could predict that a ward’s future
status is not green. The functionality that separates it from the other two rule
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learners in Weka is that it can be set to learn rules for the class attribute only.
The other algorithms cannot do this, and instead come up with rules about any
attribute for that ward. We do not need rules about anything but the ward’s
next status, so we choose Tertius because of the aforementioned advantages.

One disadvantage of Tertius is its relatively long runtime, which is largely
dependent on the number of literals in the rules. Increasing the allowed number
of literals increases the runtime exponentially, so we want to keep the maximum
to three. Even with an allowed maximum of three literals, the runtime is still
quite long - running Tertius can take up to several hours for some of our larger
tests.

3.2.2 Using REPTree to Obtain Rules

Naturally, we did not want to rely solely on Tertius in order to obtain our rules.
Weka offers built-in functionality that allows us to view the decision tree model
created by REPTree. This model shows where the tree splits around conditional
nodes as well as the number of times the rule holds true for each outcome (the
decision trees we use have up to fifty outcomes). Figure ? shows one of the
decision trees we use. By copying down the contents of each conditional node
between the first node and the outcome node that we want, we obtain rules sim-
ilar to those produced by Tertius. In the REPTree rules, however, the body can
consist of any number of literals and can be quite complex. Additionally, using
REPTree means that we do not have to Discretize our data before analyzing it,
which saves us an extra step in the experimental process.

3.2.3 Procedure

The procedure for running tests with Tertius is similar to the classification pro-
cedure. From Weka’s Explorer interface, we loaded the dataset - this time, the
complete data that contains all the instances from both the training and test
sets. Unfortunately, Tertius cannot deal with numerical attributes. To fix this,
we needed to use a filter. From the ‘filters’ drop-down menu, we selected Un-
supervised → Attribute → Discretize and then clicked ‘Apply’. The Discretize
filter separates all numerical attributes into ranges - for example, 10.2-15.0 or
15.0-inf (which means all numbers above 15.0). The purpose of this is to create
a finite number of values for each attribute.

Once this has been done, we clicked to the ‘Associate’ tab. From the menu
of algorithms, we chose Tertius. We then set parameters for our experiment.
For the initial experiments, we set classification, repeatLiterals, and rocAnalysis

to ‘true.’ We set numberLiterals to 3. Finally, we set confirmationValues to
100, which limited the number of rules found to the one hundred rules that are
ranked highest by Tertius. We then started the learning process by clicking the
‘Start’ button. Further changes to the parameters will be discussed below.
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Figure 3: Setting Parameters for Tertius
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3.2.4 Results

Our initial results for some wards were somewhat disappointing in the sense that
the rules we obtained would predict status colors that we are not interested in
(green and yellow). Some of the wards’ results contained no rules predicting
orange or red status whatsoever. This was especially true for the wards where
the majority of entries contained green or yellow status; that is, the more ‘stable’
wards that did not likely have frequently occupancy problems. However, if the
number of entries with green or yellow status make up the majority (ninety
percent) of the data, then it is likely that when severe status occurs, it is truly
an emergency. Thus, it is even more important for us to obtain good rules in
order to deal with those situations.

To improve our results, we modified the Tertius parameters slightly. We set
negation to ‘body’ and change confirmationValues to 5000. The latter was done
because we believe that some rules for orange and red status do exist, but are
buried lower in the set of results. We also allowed negations in order to increase
the number of possible attribute-value pairs that Tertius can draw from.

After running these tests (runtime was between five and seven hours), we
obtained at least a few rules predicting orange or red status for every ward,
which is a great improvement over our initial results. To filter through the large
number of results for each ward, we built a simple utility in Java that would only
include rules whose status we are interested in. Below, we explain the format
of the Tertius output and describe how we analyze a rule using an example.

WardLastStatus2 = Yellow and WardLastStatus7 = Red → status+1 = Red

This is an actual rule obtained from Ward 1. It predicts that Ward 1’s next
status will be Red if Ward 2’s previous status was Yellow and Ward 7’s previous
status was Red. The obvious implication of this rule is that this ward is related
to Wards 2 and 7. This may mean that Ward 1 may serve as an overflow for
Ward 2 or 7, or that Ward 1 sends its extra patients to those wards. Thus, it
would follow that when Wards 2 and 7 start to experience occupancy problems,
then Ward 1 will probably be affected in the near future. Looking even deeper,
we refer to Table 2 and see that Ward 1 is ‘Adult Mental Health,’ Ward 2 is
‘Neurology,’ and Ward 7 is ‘GARP’ (Geriatric Assessment and Rehabilitation
Unit). This is very interesting, as we see that the services offered by Wards 2
and 7 are related to those in Ward 1. Thus, we begin to see what patient flow
between related rows might be like, and how it affects each ward.

Relationships between the wards does not necessarily have to be due to the
similar services that the wards offer. Physical location in the hospital may also
play a part in determining where patients are moved. If a ward has a severe
occupancy crisis (red status), it is more likely to shuffle patients to the next
ward down the hall than to take the time and resources to move patients to a
ward with similar services. These on-the-fly judgments by nurses on duty must
be taken into consideration when viewing the rules.

With that said, here are the highlights of the rules obtained for each ward in
tabular format; the Tertius rules come first, followed by the rules obtained from
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REPTree. Since Tertius does not display the coverage or accuracy of the rules,
we evaluated them manually to score them in the format (number of times the
preconditions hold and status+1 is correctly predicted / number of times the
preconditions hold, regardless of status+1 ). The REPTree rules are scored in
the same way that Tertius is (according to the tree before pruning). Note that
REPTree uses fractional instances when there are missing values in the data;
thus, the values are not always integers.

Ward 1

WardLastStatus2 = Yellow and WardLastStatus7 = Red → status+1 = Red (1/1)

osbeds = ‘[-inf-0.2]’ and not status-2 = Yellow → status+1 = Orange (40/291)

Ward 2

not score = ‘[-inf-10]’ and not WardLastStatus20 = Orange →

status+1 = Red (30/390)

not score = ‘[-inf-10]’ and capped = No → status+1 = Red (31/390)

score = ‘[10-20]’ and WardLastStatus15 = Orange → status+1 = Orange (3/5)

osbeds = ‘[-inf-0.6]’ and status-2 = Yellow → status+1 = Orange (34/156)

Ward 3

not census = ‘[-inf-786.8]’ and transfers = ‘[-inf-807.8]’

→ status+1 = Orange (7/21)

not WardLastStatus18 = Green and WardLastStatus19 = Red →

status+1 = Orange (49/66)

not census = ‘[-inf-786.8]’ and not status-3 = Green →

status+1 = Orange (284/514)

Ward 4

not rn census = ‘[1031.8-inf]’ and not na census = ‘[-inf-1033.2]’ →

status+1 = Orange (126/151)

not na census = ‘[-inf-1033.2]’ and transfers = ‘[-inf-1046.1]’ →

status+1 = Orange (126/151)

WardLastStatus10 = Orange and not status-3 = Green →

status+1 = Orange (124/150)

Ward 5

No Rules for Orange or Red status

Ward 6

not score = ‘[21-31.5]’ and not currentstatus = Green →

status+1 = Orange (247/536)

not WardLastStatus17 = Green and not currentstatus = Green →

status+1 = Orange (38/109)

Ward 7

WardLastStatus6 = Green and currentstatus = Orange →

status+1 = Orange (3/3)

Ward 8

not census = ‘[1130.8-1131]’ and dischargedbeds = ‘[-inf-1146.2]’ →

status+1 = Orange (8/177)
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Ward 9

not WardLastStatus17 = Yellow and currentstatus = Red →

status+1 = Red (15/29)

not transfers = ‘[365.3-inf]’ and not status-1 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (165/405)

Ward 14

not WardLastStatus3 = Yellow and not status-1 = Green → status+1 = Orange (44/239)

not osbeds = ‘[-inf-3]’ and WardLastStatus15 = Yellow → status+1 = Orange (18/73)

Ward 15

not WardLastStatus6 = Green and WardLastStatus19 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (25/121)

not score = ‘[-inf-10]’ and WardLastStatus19 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (24/132)

Ward 16

not status-1 = Green and currentstatus = Orange →

status+1 = Orange (10/25)

not census = ‘[-inf-191.8]’ and not WardLastStatus9 = Green →

status+1 = Orange (20/203)

Ward 17

not WardLastStatus10 = Green and not WardLastStatus21 = Orange →

status+1 = Orange (24/334)

Ward 18

not rrbeds = ‘[11.7-inf]’ and not currentstatus = Green →

status+1 = Orange (129/465)

Ward 19

not ltcbeds = ‘[-inf-1.6]’ and WardLastStatus10 = Orange →

status+1 = Red (45/171)

not osbeds = ‘[-inf-1.8]’ and not osbeds = ’(1.8-3.6]’ →

status+1 = Red (78/272)

Ward 20

status-2 = Yellow and currentstatus = Orange → status+1 = Red (5/16)

dischargedbeds = ‘[-inf-170.2]’ and not resource1 = NursingSupport →

status+1 = Orange (26/138)

Ward 21

WardLastStatus3 = Green and status-1 = Orange → status+1 = Red (3/6)

score = ‘[27-36]’ and turnovers = ‘[-inf-67.5]’ → status+1 = Orange (6/25)

rn census = ‘[-inf-58.8]’ and WardLastStatus18 = Orange →

status+1 = Orange (13/72)
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Ward 1 (REPTree)

No rules for Orange or Red status.

Ward 2 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Red and WardLastStatus6 = Red → status+1 = Red (1/2)

currentstatus = Orange and status-2 = Red → status+1 = Red (2/5)

currentstatus = Red and WardLastStatus6 = Orange and

turnovers ≤ 32.5 → status+1 = Orange (3/3)

currentstatus = Green and WardLastStatus9 = Yellow and

WardLastStatus21 = Green and WardLastStatus14 = Yellow

→ status+1 = Orange (4/7)

Ward 3 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Red and ltcbeds < 4.5 → status+1 = Orange (8/10)

currentstatus = Orange and census < 787.5 and

score ≥ 47.5 → status+1 = Orange (17/28)

currenstatus = Orange and census ≥ 787.5 and

WardLastStatus19 = Red → status+1 = Orange (35.1/40.54)

currentstatus = Orange and census ≥ 787.5 and

WardLastStatus19 = Orange → status+1 = Orange (41.49/55.09)

Ward 4 (REPTree)

na census ≥ 1033.5 → status+1 = Orange (84/100)

na census < 1033.5 and status-2 = Orange and

currentstatus = Green and status-3 = Orange and

ltcbeds < 2 → status+1 = Orange (5/6)

Ward 5 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Green and WardLastStatus9 = Green and

WardLastStatus6 = Orange → status+1 = Orange (5.51/9.13)

Ward 6 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Orange and WardLastStatus19 = Red →

status+1 = Orange (12.58/32.44)

currentstatus = Orange and WardLastStatus19 = Yellow and

status-1 = Red → status+1 = Orange (6/8)

Ward 7 (REPTree)

WardLastStatus4 = Red → status+1 = Orange (1/3)

Ward 8 (REPTree)

No rules for Orange or Red status.

Ward 9 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Yellow and WardLastStatus10 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (22/44)

currentstatus = Yellow and WardLastStatus10 = Green and

status-1 = Orange and WardLastStatus18 = Red → status+1 = Red (1/1)
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Ward 14 (REPTree)

score ≥ 17.5 and rn census < 500.5 and currentstatus = Red →

status+1 = Orange (3/4)

Ward 15 (REPTree)

No rules for Orange or Red status.

Ward 16 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Orange and status-1 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (6/11)

Ward 17 (REPTree)

currenstatus = Yellow and WardLastStatus18 = Green and

garpbeds ≥ 1.5 → status+1 = Orange (2/2)

Ward 18 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Yellow and status-1 = Orange and

status-2 = Green → status+1 = Orange (4/5)

currentstatus = Yellow and status-1 = Orange and

status-2 = Orange and WardLastStatus3 = Yellow →

status+1 = Orange (2/2)

currentstatus = Yellow and status-1 = Yellow and

WardLastStatus19 = Orange and WardLastStatus10 = Orange and

WardLastStatus14 = Yellow → status+1 = Orange (3/6)

Ward 19 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Red and census ≥ 567.5 and

status-3 = Green → status+1 = Orange (8/9)

currentstatus = Red and census ≥ 567.5 and

status-3 = Orange → status+1 = Red (6/10)

currentstatus = Orange and status-3 = Yellow and

WardLastStatus18 = Red → status+1 = Red (2/4)

currentstatus = Orange and status-3 = Yellow and

WardLastStatus18 = Yellow → status+1 = Orange (9/12)

Ward 20 (REPTree)

currentstatus = Red → status+1 = Orange (5/16)

Ward 21 (REPTree)

No rules for Orange or Red status.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss our results, their implications, and further work that
can be done as a result of our findings. We also talk about the challenges and
limitations that we encountered over the course of this project and how they
affected our experiments.
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4.1 Classification and Rule Learning

From a computer science perspective, the predictive accuracy of our four classi-
fiers was rather disappointing. Since we generally aim for values that are around
seventy-five percent and above, the values for most wards were below what we
expected. While some wards scored in that range, the majority fell below, even
as low as thirty percent. There are many possible reasons for this, most of
which are discussed above in Section 3.1.5. The main reason for these values
may to be our HealthSim data. Since the HealthSim project did not dictate a
schedule for data entry by the nurses, the data is sparse at times and does not
cover the entire HealthSim period. This is understandable as HealthSim was
a pilot project to begin with, so the data was not expected to be optimal for
Weka analysis. Regardless of this, we still managed to obtain some interesting
rules and demonstrate the usefulness of Weka for this type of application.

With that said, it is still important to note that for three wards (Wards 1,4,
and 8), the average predictive accuracy of our four classifiers was within the
ideal range. Other wards came close to the seventy-five percent mark as well.
For these wards, the predictive accuracy can probably be slightly increased by
fine-tuning the classifier parameters and data preparation methods. By exper-
imenting the inclusion and exclusion of certain attributes in the data, a more
accurate model of patient flow in the wards may be obtained.

The somewhat disappointing results for the rule learning phase can probably
be attributed to both the data and the rule learners. As mentioned above, the
HealthSim data was somewhat sparse (ie. missing some days or attribute fields).
This could not be avoided for this project, but we attempted to minimize the
negative effects of sparse data (as outlined in Section 2.3.3: Cleaning the Data).
The other probable source of inaccuracies in the data was the rule learners that
we used.

The Tertius algorithm ranks its results based on a combination of confir-
mation values and true/false positive (TP/FP) scores. The exact method that
Weka uses in its ranking is not documented at all. This caused problems be-
cause Weka could be using a ranking system that does not rank rules based on
attributes that we are interested in. This is why we manually evaluated the
rules, since we wanted to ensure that we obtained rules that at least applied
in some cases. Another challenge in using Tertius was its slow runtime; since
the number of literals was limited to three (see Section 3.2.3), the variety of the
resulting rules was limited. A good way to improve the rules that we obtain
from Tertius would be to increase the number of literals. The increased runtime
of these experiments could be offset by running Weka in a distributed manner
over a network.

The rules obtained from Tertius and REPTree differed in their coverage of
the data. Coverage refers to how often the rule applies to the data; thus, rules
with high coverage can be thought of as being more ‘universal’ than rules with
low coverage. The rules obtained from Tertius were seen to have a fairly high
coverage of the data, where the number of applications of the rule numbered in
the hundreds. The downside of high coverage in Tertius was that the number of
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correct applications of the rules were quite low. Conversely, the rules obtained
from REPTree attained low coverage of the data (below one hundred applica-
tions per rule) but the rules were correct for a greater percent of applications
than the rules from Tertius. A combination of the rules obtained from both
learners would likely give the most accurate predictions, with the Tertius rules
dealing with the more common situations and the REPTree rules dealing with
the unusual scenarios. We suggest some methods for improving the rules in
Section 4.2 below.

There seems to be an interesting connection between the results of classi-
fication and rule learning. The wards in which the classifiers obtained a low
predictive accuracy (Wards 5, 6, 14, and 19 in particular) also were a source of
fewer rules for Tertius. The rules that were obtained appeared to have lower
coverage than those from the other wards. This would suggest that the low
accuracy of the classifiers and rule learners results mainly from the data, not
the learners themselves.

In the following section, we detail some possible further work as an extension
to this project.

4.2 Final Thoughts

The results of our experiments highlight some interesting potential for further
work in using Weka to predict ward occupancy problems. On one hand, we see
some opportunities to improve on our work here by increasing the predictive
accuracy of the Weka classifiers and the reliability of the rules; some of these
possibilities were discussed above. On the other hand, however, we see that
there is potential to expand on what was covered in this project.

An interesting goal to aim for with Weka classification of the HealthSim data
would be to combine the classifier models for all wards into a greater model
(one that represents patient flow throughout all of Rockyview Hospital). If the
classifier accuracy for all wards could be improved to a reasonable level (such
as the seventy-five percent threshold or above) a fairly accurate representation
of the hospital could be used to predict ward occupancy problems. This large-
scale model would incorporate all of the known connections between the wards,
possibly including connections that were missed in the individual analysis of
the wards. Attaining this goal would probably require editing of Weka’s source
code or even a completely separate and augmented implementation of the model
building code, but it is possible to do.

This project was somewhat limited in its scope due to time constraints.
By expanding on this project, some new interesting work can be done using
Weka and the hospital data. One idea that we have for further exploration
involves combining two or more of our classifiers and having them work together
to classify. By combining the best qualities of each classifier, it is possible to
enhance the predictive accuracy of the hospital data. This process would require
some editing of the classifier source code, however, which is why it was not done
within the time span of this project. This can also be done for the rule learners.
Since Tertius was found to be somewhat lacking in coming up with reliable rules,
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a variant of REPTree could be used as a rule learner instead.
Another possibility for further work involves the addition of more data. Our

experiments were run with the data that we were given; however, there is much
more information that can be included in the test data. For example, we did
not explicitly consider the location of the wards within the hospital during
classification and rule learning. This data may play an important part in de-
termining ward status and may produce interesting results when analyzed by
a rule learner. Furthermore, knowledge of the hospital’s layout would assist
in evaluation of the obtained rules (such as in the example in Section 3.2.4).
An extension to this could be to expand the scope of the Weka research. This
may involve gathering more data from Rockyview hospital or possibly including
other hospitals from the Calgary Health Region. By increasing the size of the
HealthSim dataset, it is possible to obtain higher predictive accuracy in Weka.
Since the amount of data we had for this experiment was somewhat lacking (and
was a probable cause of low predictive accuracy in some wards), increasing the
amount of training data would likely improve the predictive accuracy values. In
addition, including data in hospitals makes it possible to discover and identify
larger trends in patient flow that occur in more than one hospital. As HealthSim
continues to be explored in the Calgary Health Region, it is possible that more
data will become available for analysis.

5 Conclusion

We conclude that, while our results were not all as good as we had hoped, Weka
still shows potential for future applications in hospital management. With fur-
ther exploration and guidance from a computer science standpoint, it should be
possible to adopt Weka to accurately model patient flow within hospitals, allow-
ing hospital staff to better allocate their resources. Furthermore, this project
has raised some interesting possibilities for further research using Weka. This
project succeeded in that we explored Weka’s potential for health care applica-
tions and evaluated two of its uses: the classification tool and the rule learning
tool. Future work in this area will help bring computer-assisted hospital man-
agement closer to reality.
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